Overlege dr.med. Carl Johan Unger-Vetlesen
Charitable Fund
• THE UNGER-VETLESEN MEDICAL FUND
Mrs. E.P. Lyster-Smythe, late of Jersey, Channel Islands, has set up in Jersey, a fund in memory of
her father for the benefit of the Norwegian medical profession. The primary object of the Fund is to
promote knowledge of all aspects of medical science amongst members of the Norwegian medical
profession (beneficiaries).
The fund invites applications from the Norwegian medical doctors for funds to be used for the
pursuance of further medical studies or research outside Norway.
The applicants must be Norwegian citizens and qualified MDs with a wish to become proficient in a
major foreign language and familiarize themselves with medical development and research
centered outside Scandinavia.
The above Fund is a Jersey, Channel Island fund, and administered there. Applications should
concern further medical studies or research which entail a stay outside Scandinavia of at least six
months.
Preference will be given to younger applicants who have not already commenced their studies
abroad. It can be expected to receive an amount in the order of £15.000 – 20.000 for a one-year
stay abroad.
Applications should include the following documents (all written in Times Roman, 12 pts)
• Project plan (max. 10 pages)
• CV (max. 2 pages)
• Publication list
• Budget, including additional sponsoring if available
All applications should be written in English and include a letter of recommendation from a relevant
Norwegian institution and a letter of invitation from the visiting institution.
Applications should merged in one pdf-file and mailed to the Fund’s Norwegian contact address:
Elisabeth.braaten@obos.no before April 1, 2021. Applications that do not include all required
documents, will not be evaluated. All successful beneficiaries will be notified by ultimo May. Their
names will be made public on the Fund’s own website (http://www.ungervetlesen.com). The
decisions of the Trustees concerning the applications granted each year is final.
All disbursement will be made in Pound Sterling.
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